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 All three were part of

 a Chatham House

 team which visited

 Iran last month.

 Drugs, guns and refugees flow across the border into Iran - Afghanistan is
 a deeply destabilising influence in the region. So there are mixed feelings in
 Tehran as its neighbour feels the strength of American wrath. Can Iran be
 kept in the loop?

 BIN LADEN DOES NOT ENJOY HERO

 status in Iran and there are few if any
 supporters of the Taliban. On the contrary,

 Iran has long sought to dissociate its
 brand of Islam from that of either the

 Taliban or their Arab and Pakistani supporters. Some in
 the Islamic Republic of Iran were even advocating going
 to war with the Taliban after several of its diplomats were
 killed at its hands in August 1998. What deterred them
 was fear of becoming bogged down in the turf wars and
 factional fighting that have beset Afghanistan since
 before the Soviet invasion of 1979.

 REGIONAL THREAT
 The rest of the world has finally noticed what Iran has

 been living with - Afghanistan is in miserable condition

 and Taliban rule has threatened regional stability.
 Vindication is cause for little satisfaction in Iran, as a
 Chatham House team discovered on a visit in early
 October. We were there for a bilateral seminar with the

 Iranian Foreign Ministry's Institute for Political and
 International Studies (IPIS) and our trip took us to
 Tehran and Qpm.

 We heard how, in the aftermath of the attacks on New

 York and Washington, some Iranians detected a
 convergence of interests between their country and the
 United States, in their shared anxieties about both Iraq
 and Afghanistan. Those who hoped this would turn into
 an opportunity for a US-Iran rapprochement were
 disappointed, however, when the visit by British Foreign
 Secretary Jack Straw, at the end of September, was
 followed by renewed warnings about US arrogance from
 Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei.

 Suspicions became rife that the British, who are
 popularly credited with a desire to prolong American-
 Iranian estrangement, for fear of US commercial gains at
 British expense, must have said something to stymie the
 chances of better relations. This was the thanks Jack

 Straw received for his efforts to dispel any notion that he

 was Washington's messenger.
 At the level of the Iranian presidency there was no

 doubt some gratification that the British Prime Minister
 had seen fit to telephone President Mohammad Khatami

 to take his views on the crisis and follow up with Straw's
 mission to elevate relations. At least it must mean that

 Iran was not on the target list for the campaign.

 Even so, Straw would have had to convey the message
 that Washington has a hang-up about Iranian support for
 Hezbollah, still fighting the Israelis on the Israel-Lebanon
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 border, and the Palestinian organisations of Hamas and Islamic
 Jihad, whose suicide attacks have so alienated Israel from reconciling
 with the Palestinian leadership. But, as we were told, the Iranians see
 no connection between what these liberation movements do and the

 acts of terror perpetrated against the Americans on September 11,
 which received widespread condemnation in Iran.

 Supporting the Palestinian cause has been a plank in Iranian
 revolutionary rhetoric from the start and cannot be suddenly
 dropped. Unless, that is, the Palestinians themselves reach a deal
 with the Israelis which they declare satisfactory. As the Iranian
 Foreign Ministry intimated before the present Intifada erupted,
 when it looked as if the peace process was going somewhere, the
 Iranians have no wish to be more Palestinian than the Palestinians.

 In his article for the Iranian press, acknowledging the problems
 of 'Palestine', Jack Straw presumably hoped to convey
 understanding and tap into any potential for flexibility. For his
 pains, of course, he was rapped over the knuckles by the Israelis,
 where he was due to visit next.

 It was a classic lesson for the new Foreign Secretary in the
 pitfalls of Middle East diplomacy. It was also an early reminder,
 ahead of the upsurge in anti-American demonstrations in various

 Muslim countries following the start of the campaign in
 Afghanistan, that the Arab-Israeli conflict cannot be damped down
 and put on the back burner, pending action against Osama Bin
 Laden and the AI Qaeda network.

 PURITAN
 When asked to explain how they appraise the phenomenon of

 Bin Laden, Iranians will tell you that he does speak with charisma
 and does highlight the main sources of resentment in the region.
 However, because they do not share his interpretation of Islam,
 Iranians are not about to help him or join his jihad. If anything they
 see him as representing a puritan, Sunni brand of Islam which is
 antithetical if not outright hostile to the Shiism that distinguishes
 Iranian history, culture and politics. What's more, we found few if
 any Iranians who believed that Bin Laden and his network could
 be capable of the operation that rocked America,

 Revealingly, the Iranians we met on our trip did not see the
 events of September 11 as a signal that the world had changed
 fundamentally. They thought it likely that the terrorism unleashed

 that day was the work of extremists and fanatics living in the west

 who may or may not have been inspired by Bin Laden, but could not

 have been directed by him from Afghanistan. It was this assessment

 that led them to question the appropriateness of a military
 campaign in their region to respond to an atrocity that had
 happened in America. Their preoccupation, not surprisingly, was
 with the repercussions for them in their immediate neighbourhood.

 From the Iranian perspective, it would be good riddance if the
 Taliban could be ousted from Afghanistan, but having lived for
 years with the instability engendered by the mess in that country,
 they worry about what could come in its place.

 Iran is now home to around two million Afghan refugees. They
 are visible everywhere, doing labouring jobs to eke a living pending
 the day when they feel it safe to return home. The refugees, drugs

 and guns that come across the Afghan border are a major headache
 for the Tehran government, and police are fighting a losing battle to

 control the crime that proliferates as a result. Yet they doubt the
 capacity of the US and British forces to clean up the area and install

 a stable regime. They know that a new Afghani government which
 represents the main opponents of the Taliban would under-
 represent the Pashtun community that Pakistan wants to see
 included. And they know that Pakistan is in danger of being
 destabilised by an extended conflict in Afghanistan. That would
 not be welcome, especially given Islamabad's nuclear capability.

 For fear of what could transpire, some in Iran would argue in
 favour of taking a hand in influencing developments, but that could

 translate into co-operating with the Americans and suspicions
 remain of what the United States really intends. Iran stood by while

 the US-led coalition ousted Iraq from Kuwait in 1991. They were
 not sorry to see Saddam Hussein's government get its
 comeuppance. However, they have since witnessed how American
 forces have remained in the Gulf and armed Arabian peninsula
 states. While they may derive some security from US containment
 of Iraq, for most of the 1990s this meant containment for them too,

 and an attempt to completely isolate Iran. During the first Clinton
 administration they found themselves top of the US list of 'rogue
 states' and subject to a unilateral boycott into which Washington
 hoped to dragoon its western allies.

 SMELLING A PLOT
 Consequently, as they see US forces deploying in Central Asia,

 on Uzbekistan's borders with Afghanistan, as well as converging
 from the Indian Ocean, Iranians smell a plot to extend America's
 reach in the region and literally surround Iran. It matters little that

 President George Bush and Tony Blair repeatedly explain that
 their's is not a war with Islam. Iranians are thinking real politik and

 discern a US plan to extend its control of oil supply routes in
 Central Asia. Washington has already endeavoured to prevent
 Caspian oil from reaching world markets via Iran and Tehran does
 not like the prospect of further intervention.

 In order to break out of the isolation that Washington sought
 to impose on Iran in the 1990s, Tehran has worked effectively
 and incrementally to improve its regional relations, not only in
 Central Asia, but more notably with its Arab neighbours and
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 with Europe and east Asia too.
 The Iranians will not welcome

 instability in Arab states brought on by
 anti-Americanism fuelled by Bin Laden's
 rhetoric. They will understand all too well
 how US inattention to the Arab-Israeli

 conflict, its support for Israel and its
 continued military presence in the
 Arabian peninsula inflame Arab public
 opinion, but this will not make Iran an ally
 of AI Qaeda or the Taliban. On the
 contrary, Iran could be valuable in
 confronting both, and even if a US-Iranian

 rapprochement is too much to expect, the
 western coalition would do well to

 continue to solicit Iranian views and keep
 them in the loop. WT
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